Citizens for Animal Protection  
Dog Personality Profile  

DATE________________________

Nobody knows your dog the way you do.  
The information you provide will help us place your dog into the most suitable home. Your open and honest answers are very necessary to prepare the new adopters for accepting your dog into their family.

☐ Surrendered by Owner  ☐ Found as Stray (had more than 7 days)  ☐ Unknown  

Hi! My Name is________________________________________ I also respond to______________________________

Reason I have been brought to the CAP Shelter __________________________

I am _______yrs _______months old.  My caretaker had me for ________ yrs ________months

MEDICAL HISTORY:
I have had ☐ No health problems this past year  ☐ Some health problems in the past year.
Explain________________________________________________________

My last veterinary visit was on____________________ Name of Veterinarian/Clinic___________________________

I am on  ☐ Flea Control Type___________________________ Last treatment given on_________________________
☐ Heartworm Preventative Type___________________________ Last treatment given on_________________________
☐ Medications (type)____________________________________ Last given on_______________________________

☐ I have never bitten anyone.  ☐ I have bitten someone seriously enough to break the skin.
Date of bite_________________ who was bitten____________________
Circumstances________________________________________________

HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION:
During the day I was kept ☐ outside ☐ had a doghouse ☐ in a room ☐ room with baby gate ☐ free roam of house
☐ doggie door ☐ inside crate (# of hours)__________

During the night I was kept ☐ outside ☐ had a doghouse ☐ in a room ☐ room with baby gate ☐ free roam of house
☐ doggie door ☐ inside crate

I am housetrained ☐ yes ☐ no ☐ working on it ☐ unknown
Housetraining problems I have___________________________________________________________

I let you know I have to go outside by_____________________________________________________

The type of food I have been fed is  ☐ dry ☐ canned ☐ both
Brand of food_________________________ Type of treats________________________
I am fed _____ times a day ☐ morning ☐ evening ☐ free choice

I have lived with other pets such as ☐ dogs (how big?) ________ ☐ cats other________________________

When around dogs I can be ☐ easygoing ☐ friendly ☐ playful ☐ cautious ☐ play rough ☐ fearful ☐ aggressive
☐ aggressive with food ☐ aggressive with toys ☐ bite/snap ☐ submissive ☐ tolerant ☐ respectful ☐ dominant
☐ ignore them ☐ unknown

When around cats I can be ☐ easygoing ☐ friendly ☐ playful ☐ cautious ☐ play rough ☐ fearful ☐ aggressive
☐ aggressive with food ☐ aggressive with toys ☐ bite/snap ☐ submissive ☐ tolerant ☐ respectful ☐ dominant
☐ ignore them ☐ unknown
I am used to children of the following ages □ under 3yr □ 3 -5yr □ 6 -12yr □ 13 -17yr

I am good with □ Adult Males □ Adult Females □ Seniors

When around children I can be □ easygoing □ friendly □ playful □ love to be petted □ cautious □ tolerant □ fearful □ play rough □ mouthy □ aggressive □ aggressive with food/treats □ aggressive with toys □ bite/snap □ submissive □ ignore them □ jumpy □ gentle □ unknown

GENERAL BEHAVIOR AND ACTIVITIES:

I am obedience trained and know □ sit □ stay □ come □ "no" □ down □ off □ fetch □ shake □ roll over □ roll over  

I am used to being disciplined by (ex: time out, NO!, etc)_________________________________________________

I am used to a fenced yard □ yes □ no  □ learning.

I am leashed trained □ yes □ no □ learning. □ I was walked on leash ___ times a day   ___ times a week

When on leash I am □ Well-behaved □ pull □ jump up

When I meet new dogs on my walks, I like to □ sniff □ touch □ play □ bark □ lunge □ try to fight □ ignore them

I can go off leash and will not run off □ yes □ no, I will run off □ I will run off, but come back when called

I do well around other dogs at the dog park □ yes □ no □ learning

When visitors/service people come to the door, I am □ allowed to stay □ put in another area □ put outside

Parts of my body I do NOT like to be touched or handled: ____________________________________________________________

I like being petted □ yes □ no □ don’t care

When I don’t like being touched, I will ____________________________________________________________

If you come close to me while I am eating, chewing a treat, or have a toy, I will: □ ignore you □ growl □ snap □ bite

I am afraid of □ being left alone □ cars on the street □ water □ baths □ strangers □ loud noises □ thunder □ vacuums □ men □ women □ children □ uniforms □ riding in cars □ nails clipped □ being groomed

You can best describe me as being □ lap loving □ social butterfly □ mellow □ curious □ active □ playful □ loner □ protective of family □ protective of my home □ friendly □ easy going □ tolerant □ loveable □ obedient □ shy □ aggressive □ needy □ submissive □ gentle □ quiet □ independent □ calm □ intense □ excitable □ affectionate

HELPFUL INFORMATION FOR MY NEXT FAMILY:

Please list any other information you feel a new family should know ____________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________